UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Degree Candidates and/or Graduates for Term 201850
State of New Hampshire

NH-Belknap County

Alton
Matthew William Hooker (BS)
Madison Stone McKenzie (BA)
Melony Amber Rice (MA)
Garrett St. Laurent (BSCHE)

Alton Bay
Brian Gregory Brophy (BSME)
Chad Patrick Campano (BS)
Katherine M. Gage (MPH)
Haley Elizabeth Mellon (BS)
Danielle Elizabeth Tidd (MED)

Barnstead
Julian Davis Randall Garcia Brown (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Cody J Symonds (BS)

Belmont
Billie Anderson (DNP)
Joseph G Boles (MED)
Ashley Elizabeth Fenimore (BA)
Jacob Henry Rolfe (BA)

Center Barnstead
Hope Alexandrea Carazzo (BA)
Bailey Grace Jennings (BS)
Zachary Smith (BSCIVE)

Center Harbor
Trevor N. Hentz (BSCIVE) Cum Laude
MacKenzie R Seely (MSW)

Gilford
Jake Anthony Adams (BS)
Hunter Reilly Anderson (BSCENG) Summa Cum Laude
Marek DeCamp Blais (BS)
Andrew James Caulfield (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Caitlin Beth Henchey (MED)
Christine Elizabeth Leach (BS)
Samantha Lulka (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Hanna G Palanchian (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Abigail Lee Reera (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Emily Flaherty Zieg (BA) Summa Cum Laude

Gilmanton
Brid Elizabeth Fillion (BSCHE)
Marc M.H. Lachance (AAS) Highest Honors
David Timothy Cheever Morrison (BA) Cum Laude

Laconia
Mitchell Leon Bailey (BM) Cum Laude
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Laconia
Aaron Scott Chapman (BSME)
Andrew Emanuel (BM) Cum Laude
Gillian Paige Gorse (BS)
Hayley Leigh Graton (BA)
Samantha C Maniatty (BS)
Alexandra Kate Pia (BS) Magna Cum Laude

Laconia
Emily Jeanne Woods (BS)

Meredith
David M MacDonald (BA)
Allison McCann (BA)
Kacey McCarthy (BS)
Samuel Eugene Otis (BSEE) Summa Cum Laude
Michelle Marie Tilton (MED)

New Hampton
Sarah Rose Albee (MSW)
Sabrina Marie Bellerose (AAS) Honors
Kyle Brewster (BSCS)
Robert Donnelly (BS)

Sanbornton
Abigail Jennifer Barton (BA)
Jason Edward Calley (BS)
Catherine Louise Craig (BS)